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THE LIVING FACE OF CHRIST, DEVELOPED FROM THE SHROUD IMAGE IN
1977,WITH NASA TECHNOLOGY, USING A MICRODENSITOMETER AND VP-9
IMAGHE ANALYSER. TRY VIEWING JUST THE COVER PAGE OF THE
MAGAZINE, WITH A STRONG LIGHT BEHIND IT AND SEE WHAT CHRIST’S
LIVING FACE, BRUISED FOR OUR SINS. MIGHT HAVE LOOKED LIKE.
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OUR WAY OF LIFE
The Rule and life of the Secular Franciscans is this:
to observe the Gospel of Our Lord Jesus Christ
by following the example of Saint Francis of Assisi,
who made Christ the inspiration and the centre of his life
with God and people.
Christ, the gift of the Father’s love, is the way to him,
the truth into which the Holy Spirit leads us,
and the life which he has come to give abundantly.
Secular Franciscans should devote themselves especially
to the careful reading of the Gospel,
going from Gospel to Life,
and Life to the Gospel.
[Rule article 4]
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Eastertide 2018
Welcome to our Spring magazine. I have begged content from the whole region and
have been sent some interesting articles. Very many thanks to all those of you who
have contributed content. I try to print what you send me without editing it.
This edition has a contents page and, as you will discover, we have our Regional
Minister’s report and fraternity reports, articles, verse, obituaries and Book Reviews,
and even a few pictures.
The content of the magazine is mainly supplied by YOU and is for YOU, so please let
me have any articles you think may interest your sisters and brothers across our
region for our next publication later in the year.
You can email your contributions to:
michaelsimmonds36@virginmedia.com
or send by post to:
The Editor, 4 East Court, Goldington Green, Bedford MK41 0AH.
I hope you find this issue interesting and if you do not wish to keep your copy, why
not leave it somewhere in your parish where someone might pick it up and get
interested in your fraternity??
[Bro. Michael Simmonds ofs, Editor]
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From our Regional Minister
As your regional minister I’m pleased to report that the National seat has now
successfully moved from Barton in Manchester down to Arkley. We have our office in
the hermitage in the grounds of the convent and when completely sorted it will serve
us well. The sisters are so generous and supportive that we feel very welcome there.
This September the National Council will be holding an Elective Chapter. I’ve had
people ask me what a Chapter is and what an Elective Chapter is, so I’d better
explain! A Chapter is simply an assembly open to every Secular Franciscan and an
elective chapter is one where we choose to elect the next council. In National as in
Regional or Fraternal councils we hold office for 3 years. At an elective chapter each
region should send two delegates who vote, one of them being the regional minister.
For our region we will need to send one more person as I’m going there as National
Justice and Peace and Integrity of Creation minister and can’t wear two hats! Other
members may come along as well as those who vote and they can observe and speak
but don’t vote. If anyone in the region is interested in becoming involved with
running the Order they should let me know. I was ignorant of what happened at a
National level until I became Regional Minister but now I’m happy to have been
involved with the National Council. Our Elective Chapter will be held at High Leigh
Conference Centre, Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire on September 14-16 As a side issue
the role of Presence in the World hasn’t changed but the name has reverted to
Justice and Peace and Integrity of Creation. This was decided at the International
Chapter held at the end of last year in Rome. It was felt that PIW was too vague as a
title and JPIC was better and clearer.
P et B,
[Sr. Debbie ofs]

+++

BEDFORD Gospel to Life Fraternity
We meet Monthly usually on the fourth Sunday of the month. During the winter
Months we meet at the flat of our sister Petronella as she is confined to a chair and
finds it difficult to get taxis to take her to Church etc. From April to October we meet
at Holy Cross Church Hall at 3.15 pm.
We began the year with our Epiphany Party at Petronella’s flat to celebrate the three
kings coming to worship Baby Jesus. Everyone brought food and we had a happy
celebration saying the evening prayer of the Church and the Prayers before the Crib
from the handbook.
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When we meet at Holy Cross Church we begin with a decade of the rosary and roll
call and news. We average 10 to 12 at the meetings including 2-3 folks who like to
come but are not becoming Members. We go into Church later and have time of
Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament if a member of the clergy is free to give us
Benediction. We always have a reading from the life of St Francis and a time of study
of one of the Pope’s writngs etc .We always feel happy and uplifted after our
meetings.
Please note that we will be hosting an EAR Day of Recollection in June at which we
will also be holding our Fraternity Elections. We are all getting older and do not have
any younger folks to come on the council so please pray that we can elect a new
council.
[Sr. Anne Simmonds ofs , Minister]
CAMBRIDGE – “Our Lady of the Poor” Fraternity
Our Fraternity has continued to meet on the second Saturday of each month at the
church of Our Lady and the English Martyrs in Cambridge. We attend 10.00 Mass,
and after this there is the opportunity to receive the Sacrament of Reconciliation, and
join in a group recitation and prayer of the Rosary.
Then fellowship and refreshment! Our difficulty in having the homeless Saturday
morning coffee group join us in the church hall, while we were starting the Fraternity
meeting, has been resolved for now by our using a small room, near the hall, for our
meeting, leaving the hall free for the coffee group.
On Saturday 30 September 2017 Trish Bridgeford made her profession of the Rule of
the Secular Franciscan Order and permanent commitment to the gospel life
(Handbook p. 59), as a member of the Cambridge Fraternity, at the Day of
Recollection in Newmarket, bringing the number of professed fraternity members up
to seven. Michael Mortimer from Bedford Fraternity has been a regular and very
welcome visitor to our meetings, bringing wit and wisdom, derived from 61 years
since profession into the Secular Franciscan Order, for our benefit. Annette Hunt was
admitted to the Secular Franciscan Order, as a member of our Fraternity, in February
2018, and has now begun the lengthened period of formation and discernment
before profession. Shawn Martin is an enquirer with the Fraternity. We have
welcomed visitors, in particular Giusi Silvestri, who has experience of YOUFRA in Italy,
and who has been a keen participant in our meetings (but who just now is very busy
with new baby Anna).
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We remember especially one member of the Fraternity who has been called home to
God – Sr. Rosalie Temple died at her home in Lilford in the early hours of Monday 12
March 2018, may she rest in peace.
Fellowship is a vital part of our fraternity life, so over a shared lunch there is
conversation and companionship; our January Epiphany party, where we pray to the
Holy Spirit before distributing to each person present the name of a Franciscan saint,
a saying, a proverb, and a gift, is an example of this and our joyful life together. A
focus for our meetings, and work in progress, is to have a period of informative and
challenging ongoing formation at each meeting.
Our meetings end with Closing Prayer from the Handbook, when (usually) the
miserable ones of this Fraternity make the supplication – “Our Lady of the Poor –
pray for us”.
[Bro. Chris Whittam ofs – Secretary]
+++
Ipswich ‘Blessed John Duns Scotus’ Fraternity
We continue to be blessed as a Fraternity. We celebrated the Rite of Admission for
Peter Carr at our March Fraternity Meeting. Also, at this meeting we held the
th
Ceremony of Welcome for two new visitors, Juliet and Elizabeth Donovan. On 29
September Brenda Corker will be professed during the Regional Day of Recollection
Mass at St Mary’s Church, Ipswich. We are hoping that this event will be well
attended as we celebrate this joyful occasion.
For Ongoing Formation during the last three months of 2017, we continued with the
National Council “Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation Ongoing Formation
Programme” published in 2008. This has proved very useful in providing a wide range
of resources for us to draw on, including the writings of John Bradburne, for whom
many of us have a devotion. For example, in November we reflected on Sheet 9
entitled ‘Peacemaking’. We read through the sheet, taking turns round the meeting
table. We also read Rule 19, Constitution 32 and 1 Corinthian 13: 4-7 on Love. In
addition, we read from To Live as Francis Lived Reflection 40: The Apostolate of
Peacemaking. A verse from one of John Bradburne’s poems, Cheerfully at None, was
also read out.
This led to a thoughtful and interesting discussion when sisters and brothers shared
their own experiences of being peacemakers. Responding to anger in a gentle and
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loving manner is often the best way. Family relationships benefit from the gifts of
Patience and Prudence and difficult situations at work can be changed through
prayer. Francis was a peacemaker and imparted peace to others with the words
“…The Lord give you peace.”
Our December meeting was very festive with mince pies and hot drinks enjoyed by
all. The date of the meeting had been changed to enable some members to attend a
Parish event which might have been cancelled through lack of support. This turned
out to have been providential as snow fell on the original date which may well have
resulted in our meeting having to be cancelled.
I attended the National Formation Weekend in October when the National Council’s
new Ongoing Formation Programme ‘Following Christ in the Footprints of Francis
Assisi: A Resource for Ongoing Formation for Secular Franciscans’ was launched. (This
is based on an earlier programme that has been revised by John Power, National
Formation Minister). I would like to acknowledge my grateful thanks to Debbie Bool
who gave me a lift to and from Wistaston Hall, Crewe. It was a very enjoyable
weekend. Following a decision made at our Autumn Fraternity Council Meeting, it
was decided that we should use the new programme from January.
This material has been very helpful, and amongst other things, has helped us to
appreciate the guidance given in our Rule and the General Constitutions more.
Professed members are encouraged to study the material before each session, as it is
emailed to us well in advance and then to bring insights to share with others. Some of
us have purchased folders for the sheets and notebooks to keep a note of anything
that particularly strikes us. The Ongoing Formation during our meetings normally
lasts for an hour, as recommended by John Power.
Edwin Edwards has been active in his role as Fraternity Presence to the World
Minister. He attended the Diocesan Justice and Peace Day on the theme ‘Resisting &
th
Challenging Injustice – why choose the way of non-violence?’ on Saturday 25
November. He has also reminded us of the importance of Pope Francis’ World Peace
st
Day message on Non-Violence given on 1 January. In addition, he has promoted
soap made in Palestine which is regularly bought by members of the Fraternity.
In the autumn we made donations of £50 to each of the following - Aid to the Church
In Need, CAFOD, and FIND – Families in Need (a local charity in Ipswich operating a
Food Bank). We responded as a Fraternity to the Cafod Lent Family Fast Day appeal
donating £50, taking advantage of the Government scheme to match giving pound
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for pound. This was in addition to the personal donations we made to the collections
in our parishes.
We have also promoted the Order by putting up posters, arranging for details of
fraternity meetings to be included in parish newsletters, handing out leaflets, which
has resulted in some enquiries of interest. Visits are carried out to our infirmed
members and they are remembered in our prayers. In November, as in previous
years, Masses were arranged for deceased members at St Mark’s and St Mary’s
Churches in Ipswich.
To conclude we have an exciting year ahead with Days of Recollection at Arkley and
Bedford in May and June respectively, as well as in Ipswich in September.
I would like to acknowledge my grateful thanks to our Fraternity Secretary, Chris
Housden, who largely produced this report.
[Bro. David Gleave ofs, Minister]
+++
Norwich “Pax et Bonum” Fraternity
Fraternity Elections were held at our monthly meeting at St Georges Church,
th
Sprowston Road, Norwich on Sunday 6 November 2017.
The new Council are:
Minister – Brigid Rawlinson ofs; Vice Minister – Anne Murrin ofs; Secretary – Debbie
Bool ofs; Treasurer – Samuel Tassili ofs; Formation – Anne Murrin ofs
At present within our Fraternity we are blessed to have 7 Professed Members, 3
Candidates and 4 Visitors.
We were delighted to celebrate Christmastide with our Franciscan Carol Service
which we held at St John the Baptist, Cathedral, following the 6pm Mass. The
celebration was well attended by our own Brothers and Sisters as well as some of the
Cathedral parishioners. There were also some people who had heard about it and
came along.
The Candidates Formation Course continues lead by Anne Murrin and assisted by Rob
Hardie.
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Within our Fraternity we have introduced the Ongoing Formation Material alongside
our own Franciscan writings which gives us plenty to discuss and reflect upon at our
monthly meetings.
nd

We are planning another Norwich Pilgrimage for 22 July at 12.30pm following a
successful Pilgrimage in 2016. We aim to walk from St John the Baptist, Cathedral, to
The Julian Shrine and from there to the Anglican Cathedral for Evensong. An
invitation will be sent to all Fraternities and to the wider Franciscan Community.
We meet on the first Sunday of the month at 4pm in St George’s RC Church, 223
Sprowston Road, Norwich NR3 4HZ.
Brigid Rawlinson ofs, Minister
The Norwich Secular Franciscans volunteered to run one of the Café sessions being
run throughout Lent at St Georges Catholic Church, Sprowston Road, Norwich,
featuring the Oremus programme. Volunteering involves preparing the room and
refreshments and providing some form of light entertainment during the break. Fr
Sean, our Parish Priest, in his weekly announcement, informed the Parish it was the
turn of the Secular Franciscans and jokingly told them they could expect bread and
water.
The parishioners arrived and were rather shocked to find they could not have their
usual cup of tea and a cake or biscuit, but only some slices of French sticks, not even
buttered, and a jug of water to share – it was Lent after all!
At the interval however, they were treated to the well-hidden homemade cakes and
other goodies, and their much-awaited cups of tea. There was also a quiz on the life
of St Francis that even some of us who are reasonably well versed in his life-time
activities found difficult! [Norwich]
+++
ARTICLES
On Worldwide Fraternity
I had been a Catholic for over thirty years when I first encountered the Order of
Franciscan Tertiaries. Like many Catholics who travel, I had early come to cherish the
fact that one could attend a Mass anywhere at home or abroad and feel at home,
even if one did not know the language being used, and that one felt at unity with
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Catholics everywhere. It is indeed a worldwide family. When my wife died in 2016
after a very long illness, I experienced great comfort from the support of the Church,
and was even more grateful for being a Catholic.
Yet at the age of 75 I soon began to feel there was something missing from my
spiritual life, that more was expected of me than I was giving. It was then that, led by
the Spirit I am sure, I thought of the Franciscans, who I knew from a fellow
parishioner, Rob Hardie, had a secular wing . That was all I knew, and perhaps my
ignorance can be excused by the fact that it turns out to be shared by very many
other Catholics. My approach to Rob was received with characteristic enthusiasm,
and it was a happy chance (or probably not chance) that he was the current Minister
for the Norwich Fraternity and straight away gave me much instructive – and
inspiring – literature. It became clear very soon that my ignorance of the Tertiaries
extended to the life and times of St Francis himself. Like most people, it seemed I
knew nothing except that he fed the birds!
At my first meeting of the Norwich Fraternity as a visitor, I was immediately struck by
the warmth of acceptance, the cheerfully open atmosphere, the diversity of the
brothers and sisters (even eccentricity, which I have since discovered is common to
all or most fraternities ) and the willingness of members to talk frankly about their
lives, difficulties and faith. And of course by the constant referring back to St Francis
and through him to Jesus. I found that after only one meeting I was thinking of the
sisters and brothers in a way I did not quite about my fellow parishioners, lovely
people though they certainly are. Those feelings of closeness increased with every
meeting, and even more so when I met Franciscans from other fraternities, such as at
a retreat day in Arkley, a weekend Advent Retreat in Godalming ( discovered through
this newsletter ) and our own Profession Day last June. As Rob had predicted, being a
Tertiary gets better as you extend your activities outwards to other fraternities at
every level.
What then is the reason for this very special quality? I think it lies in the word and the
concept of Fraternity itself. The word of course literally means ‘brotherhood’ but it is
more than that, a very kind and encompassing word which easily absorbs and
includes sisterhood, and in my view needs no modification. Fraternal love and
greetings encompass all of us, female and male, of all nationalities.
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This is a precious thing, which I had a happy opportunity to experience recently on a
long visit to stay with my daughter in Auckland in New Zealand. I had telephone
contacts through Rob with the St Francis Friary and Retreat Centre which he had
himself visited and highly recommended for the beautiful place it is. I called and was
put through to Fr Anthony, who told me the OFS Fraternity met there on the first
Monday evening of the month, and cordially agreed I could join their next gathering.
The Centre is home to the Order of Friars Minor and is in the leafy suburb of
Hillsborough in the south of the city – a very great contrast to the other Hillsborough
in Sheffield, I have to say! Next door is the Pa Homestead, a carefully restored midth
19 century colonial residence, now used as a showcase for very imaginatively
conceived exhibitions of recent and contemporary New Zealand art. The Friary and
Retreat Centre is an elegant long and low red-brick complex of two storeys with a
chapel near the centre, set in its own lush green parkland, a place of perfect peace.
On my first sight on a lovely late-summer Monday evening in February, I was
entranced, as was my daughter who drove me there. She is a long-lapsed cradle
Catholic, but very sympathetic to anything of a spiritual nature.
There was only a handful of people there at 7 pm when my daughter and I arrived,
but as I had expected we were welcomed with great warmth, and invited to wait in
the chapel for Mass, which was at 7.30. There we heard the full Rosary, prayed –
almost chanted- above the sound of people trying to get the organ to function
properly, which they finally succeeded in doing – a rather Franciscan situation, I
thought. Gradually people filled the chapel, including some who were not OFS but
had come simply for the Mass. Father Anthony said Mass very simply, and in his
homily, picking up on the day’s readings, asked us if wisdom always comes with age?
A resounding NO was the answer from a far-from young congregation to a priest who
I am sure is under 40. Fr Anthony has an Indian accent, but looks more like a Pacific
Islander. My daughter, long resident in New Zealand, thought he was perhaps from
the Indian community in Fiji, which provides a number of priests in the region. They
are very joyful priests!
After Mass, we went straight into the meeting in a very comfortable room, with
armchairs. There were about 30 sisters and brothers there, and the business meeting
was very firmly chaired by the Minister after he had warmly welcomed myself and my
daughter. The business was quickly dispatched, but after that there was a discussion
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of the proposed euthanasia legislation in the country which became quite animated
while tactics for opposing it were considered. Sadly, it was agreed that it was more
effective to send individual letters to the Government, giving reasons for opposing
but not mentioning being Catholic, as that was likely to lead to the letter being
ignored.
Following this there was a brief formation session, which took the form of a video on
St Francis by an American Jesuit priest. His main thrust was to try to dispel the many
sentimental myths about Francis and show him to have been virtually the saviour of
the Western Church in his time. He concluded by describing him as ultimately ‘an
untameable force‘. Then we were invited to go into groups of three as we sat for ten
minutes and just get to know each other. This was very effective in a relatively large
gathering. I found myself talking to a New Zealander of European origin and a Korean.
The latter had previously lived in Los Angeles where there was a large enough
community to support a Korean-speaking fraternity. He had had to work hard on his
English since moving to New Zealand, he said, and he had certainly succeeded. So
there were three of us from three different continents. There was no reporting-back
required from any of the groups, which made for a most relaxed atmosphere of
fraternity.
Finally there was Evening Prayer for the day and special prayers for the region and
New Zealand. Then it was time for a cup of tea and many kind wishes from the sisters
and brothers. I assured them they would receive a like welcome back in our Eastern
Region if any were to visit England. I discovered later that this, the Mount Roskil
Fraternity, was only one of at least ten fraternities in the city of Auckland. Truly the
OFS gets around…. As we drove home, now in darkness, my daughter, who had sat
through the whole evening, said ‘What nice people’ There seemed nothing better to
add. [Bro. Lawrence Smith, ofs, Pax et Bonum Fraternity Norwich] +++
REFLECTIONS ON MAUNDY THURSDAY

COULD I HAVE REMAINED AWAKE?

At supper You shared Yourself with your friends
Exposed Yourself for all time;
“Eat this Bread” You said, “It’s My Body”
And then poured out Your Blood that was wine.
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You shared the cup and broke the bread
And all of them partook
“We’re your friends” they said, “We love you Lord”
But one of them forsook.
One of them? Judas, alas, was not alone,
Though to betray Him for shekels he chose.
The others who swore to be His friends
Could not remain with Him close.
At the time our Lord felt most alone
With His human thoughts and fears
He pleaded to God in his despair
He sweated blood and tears.
He remained alone in His misery
In that garden dark and cold
He could not escape the agony
Of foreseeing His death as foretold.
And where were His friends when He needed them most?
They were not too far by.
He had begged of them to remain with Him
But He gave up with a sigh.
For all of them had fallen asleep –
It was the second time He’d asked.
He’d wanted them to be near to Him,
To be aware of His gruesome task.
He wanted support, He wanted their love,
He simply wanted them near,
But some could not remain awake
And the others had fled in fear.
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Oh Jesus! I wonder if I would have stayed?
I don’t think I’d have known where to start.
Could I have laid my arm about You?
Could I have nursed Your broken heart?
Could I have borne to witness Your agony?
Could I have listened to the words on Your breath?
Could I have helped your unspeakable loneliness?
Could I have pictured Your gruesome death?
I feel sorry for the poor Apostles –
They got such a very bad press.
They were too human to cope with Your agony
So God with sleep did them bless.
For what You suffered in the garden
No earthly man could have borne
For though You were God made man
You suffered in human form.
We cannot begin to comprehend
Just what it was that You went through
In anticipation of Your death on the Cross.
And He did it for me and for you.
Maundy Thursday 2001
[Sr. Anne Murrin ofs]
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
OBITUARIES

SISTER ROSALIE TEMPLE ofs
Following a number of admissions to hospital, and then discharge to her home in
Lilford, near Oundle, where she had her friends Maureen and Ann take turns in caring
for her, Sr. Rosalie Temple died in the early hours of Monday 12 March 2018. She
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had been visited by Trudie Warner, the vice-minister of the Cambridge Fraternity of
the Secular Franciscan Order Sr. Rosalie belonged to, on the Saturday just before her
unexpected death; she had been sitting out in a chair, talkative but also tired.
Sr. Rosalie was born on 23 June 1926, in Harpenden, Hertfordshire, so would have
been 92 years old this June. She was the oldest of four siblings, with two younger
sisters and a brother; later there were also a half-sister and half-brother in the family.
She sometimes spoke about her childhood, but more often talked about events and
concerns of later life. As a young adult she had a family of her own, with two sons to
care for, and it was not until they were grown up and independent that she was able
to ‘leave the world’ and pursue her religious vocation.
She came to Oundle in 1970, and was professed into the Gospel way of life in the
Secular Franciscan Order in 1973. For many years she lived as a Franciscan hermit, as
she described her vocation, and although this meant living a simple and prayerful life
at her home in Lilford, she was also active in the local community, always responsive
to those in need of help or assistance, and with a joyful witness to her faith to all she
met. She was active too in helping those in need in Europe, taking part in aid
missions to Romania, and helping in Bosnia - Herzegovina, and other places. She was
involved in the Miracles Centre in Mostar, a charity for people injured by landmines
after the conflict in that country. She was a frequent visitor to Medugorge, and
enthusiastic about the apparitions of Our Lady, and the spiritual blessings gained
from pilgrimage and being there.
Sr. Rosalie received spiritual direction from a number of priests, over the years, at
Mount St. Bernard Abbey, Leicestershire. She came to Cambridge each month for the
meetings of the Cambridge Fraternity, named ‘Our Lady of the Poor’ in 2011 after a
unanimous vote accepted her suggestion of this name . Devoted to Our Lady, Sister
Rosalie also revered St. Michael the Archangel, her house being named ‘St. Michael’.
She engaged in spiritual warfare against “mickey mouse”, her term for the powers of
evil; she was sought out by many for blessings and prayers for healing.
Dressed in her brown Franciscan habit and with a joyful and chuckling laugh Sr.
Rosalie bore great witness to the love of God in her daily life. She would frequently
smile and say “God bless you” in a unique and uplifting way.
Eternal rest grant unto her, O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon her. May she
rest in peace. Amen
[Bro. Chris Whittam ofs – Cambridge ‘Our Lady of the Poor’ Fraternity]
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th

On Monday 12 March 2018, Sr. Rosalie Olive Temple ofs, 1926-2018, of Cambridge
“Our Lady of the Poor” fraternity, left this world for her eternal reward.
th

On Friday 12 April 2018, five members of her fraternity and three members of
“Gospel to Life” fraternity, Bedford, travelled to the church of “The Most Holy Name
of Jesus” in Oundle, near Peterborough, for her Requiem Mass, led by Father Brian
Leatherland, assisted by Father Tony Whitfield.

Although the church is not very large, being on a round-about, it was just about full
up. There did not seem to be an amplification system, so some of telling of her life
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could not be heard at the back of the church. This is what I gathered from my pew
near the back:
If I am correct, Rosalie moved to Oundle 40 to 50 years ago. She experienced a
conversion, became a Catholic and at some time was professed in the then Third
Order of St. Francis [now ofs].
She was a kind, gentle and caring person and attended weekday Masses. Her house
became a sanctuary for the distressed and needy. She helped many people in
destitution over the years, providing food for the poor, keeping nothing for herself,
giving food and financial support to deserving individuals.
It seems that, when she was in her 80’s, her prayers were followed by a man being
healed. She was a simple woman who worked for God. “I give all to Jesus”.
She had an unshakeable faith in the Divinity of Jesus Christ and prayed much for
people.
May she rest in Eternal Peace.
+++
BRO. ALLAN SIMPSON ofs

Allan, Tibor Kausor and Leon Davison [at Crewe 2009] and on his own,
I learned today of the death of Alan Simpson OFS, East Anglia. A kind and gentle man,
a person of great faith, care for the deceased members of our Order and love of St
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Francis. Allan was active in building up the East Anglia region in the early years and
helped to organise Franciscan conferences when the regions were being set up.
His advancing age, serious illness and inability to attend fraternity meetings were no
obstacle to his heroic, Franciscan witness. After March fraternity ceased he still met
with other OFS to pray and to practice an apostolate of mercy, praying for deceased
members. They collected money and had mass offered for the holy souls every
month. Involved at the start of the National Fraternity and the first National Council
of G.B. + R.I.P
[Sr. Angela Bradley ofs, "St. Francis & the Little Flower" Fraternity” Port Talbot]
P.S. I don't think I can do better than Angela. I would add that Allan always ensured
that a novena of masses was said each month, for Holy souls in general.
[Bro.Francis Walsh ofs]
From the ofsgb website
PAULA PEARCE: He was a wonderful, positive, faith-filled , enthusiastic member whom

I had the privilege of working with for a short time and cannot forget RIP
Selected comments from the national fraternity facebook group:
Jaci Matos: Thank you Angela for the kind words on our dearest Allan…. he will be
missed here on Earth’s life but surely he is enjoying now his new home in God’s arm
with all the angels and saints! May his soul rest in peace! Amen! He was indeed a
splendid example for us and a great apostle for the Holy Souls! He was an inspiration
to me from my beginning as a member of the ofs. RIP!
Debbie Bool: Angela, thank you so much for posting this. Alan was instrumental in my
becoming a Secular Franciscan as he initiated the relaunching of the Norwich
fraternity. He was a good example to me of what it was to be a Secular Franciscan.
Helen MacGilp: Wonderful to hear of Alan’s commitment to his vocation and to our
Order! May we all be blessed with the grace of perseverance and may our brother
Alan now rest in peace.

He was indeed a splendid example for us and a great apostle for the
Holy Souls! He was an inspiration to me from my beginning as a arço de 2018
member of the ofs. RIP! De Castro Jaci Ci
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Some years ago, Allan put on a presentation on water at an East Anglian
Regional meeting at March in Cambridgeshire. More recently, when our
National Minister, Paula Pearce, was preparing for her first Chapter of Mats,
she invited each region to do a presentation for the Chapter, and our region
chose WATER as our theme.
We contacted Allan and requested a meeting to discuss his water
presentation, which inspired us for our presentation. He invited Michael
Simmonds and me to his home in Chatteris where, over tea and cakes, he
advised us enthusiastically on our presentation. He was kindness itself and
we treasure his memory and hospitality. May he rest in peace. Amen.
[Bro. Michael Mortimer ofs, Gospel to Life Fraternity, Bedford]
+++
BOOK REVIEWS

PREFACE: How often have you been in the depths of despair? Or hit a brick wall
when attempting a project? Or even just wondered what your next move should be?
Have you taken risks and then feared for the folly of the undertaking? Have you
undertaken anything challenging at all?
A sense of achievement can be hugely uplifting. This book is the true story of
someone who found herself thrown into most of these situations and her attempts at
scrambling out, and it records some of the adventures along the way.
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The writing began as an enterprise to record one of the achievements - the history of
the business I set up in the late nineteen-eighties as a means of supporting my young
family after a physically abusive marriage. My original purpose in highlighting this
piece of history was originally for the benefit of my grandchildren, and maybe future
generations, by way of inspiration where talents and confidence might need to be
encouraged.
The business was unique in that it was the first of its kind in its ‘modus operandi’, in
Norfolk at least, and it was begun at a time when women mostly occupied the more
menial employed positions in the working world. As such, there is an element of
social history attached to the story too.
It became apparent, as pen took to paper (or more truthfully, fingers to keyboard),
that there was a need to explain the reasons behind why the business had to be set
up. Also, as it developed, so also did a spinal problem that brought me close to total
incapacity, and this inevitably became intertwined in the story. As memories came
flooding back, I became even more aware that the events regarding the
establishment and running of the business, and the events surrounding my own
physical (and mental) circumstances, have at times, been quite beyond belief.
Inevitably there was a Power at work that was beyond my own strength, and that
kept me going against the odds, and in whose control I began to trust implicitly.
As a Charismatic Christian attending various conferences and meetings, I began to
realise that there was a huge amount of testimony involved in this story, very similar
to what was being recounted by others at these events. Not only that, but at each
attendance at these meetings, the promptings became stronger and stronger that I
should be doing something comparable in witnessing to God’s involvement in my life.
Not being good at speaking in public, maybe writing was how it should be
accomplished. The business, therefore, seemed to become a vehicle through which
to demonstrate how God works in our daily lives. As such, this story could have a
triple purpose, history, witness and inspiration.
It took some three years of these promptings before I finally succumbed and plucked
up the courage to respond with a ‘Yes!’ (forever the procrastinator!). The writing
became a little more expansive as I began converting my record into a manuscript
more suitable for general publication.
I have attempted to write the story as neutrally as possible so that it would be
acceptable to a wider audience, some of whom, on reading the account, might be
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inspired to a deeper belief without being put off by too much religiosity. However,
the Hand guiding my hand seemed to have had other ideas. I had to ‘Let go, let God’.
I hope the final style adopted does not put off those of lesser or no faith. After all, I
must trust He knows what He is doing!
There are reflections at the end of each chapter to provoke deeper thought for those
who wish, and questions to encourage discussion where the book might be used in
groups. Or it can simply be read as a story ignoring the tailpieces.
[Sr. Anne Murrin ofs, Pax et Bonum Fraternity, Norwich]
+++
Anne Murrin has produced an autobiographical study of compelling interest. Her life
has been anything but easy and she has known the pain of divorce, the challenges of
single parenthood, the torment of psychological breakdown and, increasingly, the
physical ordeal of a condition of the spine which has led to crippling disability and
wheel-chair occupancy.
In no way, however, is the book a mournful experience for the reader. On the
contrary, it tells the remarkable story of the motivational energy which led to the
creation of a unique management and lettings business and of the experiences of a
woman in a leadership role at a time when few women occupied such positions.
The book is inspirational for it demonstrates that setbacks and much suffering can be
the context for achievement and spiritual development of a high order. Anne Murrin
has all her life been on the road to her spiritual home and her story tells of the fidelity
of a God whose guiding hand has often led her to take some unexpected turnings.
This is a book which offers much solace to the despairing and immense
encouragement to those who refuse to relinquish hope even in the darkest hour. It is
also beautifully written. [AVAILABLE FROM AMAZON, £9.95] [Brian Thorne Emeritus
Professor of Counselling, University of East Anglia, Co-founder of
the Norwich Centre for personal, professional and spiritual
development.] Lay Canon, Norwich Cathedral.
+++
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Book Review
Books come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. Small books that you can slip into a
pocket or handbag which can be read almost anywhere can be particularly useful,
especially when they are real treasures. Several years ago, Paula Pearce, our National
Minister, recommended a book during a National Formation weekend which is just
such a book! It is ‘Francis of Assisi: Writer and Spiritual Master’ by Thaddée Matura
OFM published by St Anthony Messenger Press. It is highly recommended by a
number of well- known experts on Franciscan spirituality, as you will see from the
quotes below.

With depth and clarity, Thaddée Matura distils
for us the genius of Francis of Assisi’s
theological intuitions through his writings. This
is an important book for those who wish to
penetrate the core of Franciscan spirituality
through the insights of the founder.” – Ilia Delio
OSF.
“From a lifetime dedicated to the spiritual
way of Saint Francis, Brother Thaddée has
distilled an admirable summary of the profound
spirituality of a simple, uneducated man….
The author clearly speaks as a practitioner of the tradition he described, adding a
personal warmth and depth to his descriptions of Francis. A beautifully crafted and
heartfelt treatment of Francis’ spirituality.” – William Short OFM.
“Every member of the Franciscan family and everyone whose hearts warm to the
figure of Francis of Assisi will find here a real treasure.” - Seán Collins OFM.
Others who recommend this book include Zachary Hayes OFM, Laurence
Cunningham, and Ingrid Peterson OSF.
[Bro .David Gleave ofs]

ISBN: 978-0-86716-660-6 [PAPERBACK]
$9.99 [LESS FOR USED COPIES] from Amazon.
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THE ROSARY – 2 book reviews
When walking my dog Bertie, sometimes also with my daughter’s dog Arlo, I like to
pray the Rosary. The dogs can run off lead in the country areas I take them to, not
requiring much supervision, so I am free to walk and pray while keeping an eye on
them. The trouble is I get very cold hands, so in winter have always to wear gloves,
which makes it difficult to hold rosary beads; also in warmer weather using two
hands to hold the beads while walking and sometimes having to put the dogs back on
lead, is difficult to say the least (also I am quite self-conscious about walking with
rosary beads and appearing to others much holier than I am).
One solution is to count the ten Hail Mary prayers of each decade using my fingers –
but here I am forgetful, and get muddled up or distracted, so often end up saying
fifteen hail Marys in the decade rather than say less than ten. I came across a book
by Frank M. Rega OFS, a Secular Franciscan in America, who provides a solution. The
book is entitled ‘How to Pray the Secret Rosary’ (ISBN 9781530074297) and offers a
method of praying the rosary without beads or fingers, and perhaps while doing
other routine or simple tasks.
Basically – “Each of the ten ‘Hail Mary’ prayers in every decade has a key idea or
concept attached to it. The first seven prayers are keyed to one of the seven pillars of
wisdom … The last three ‘Hail Marys’ are associated in turn with the FATHER, the
SON, and the HOLY SPIRIT” (p.1).
The seven pillars of wisdom (for the first seven Aves of each decade) are virtues
derived from the four mini-gospels in Scripture (1. The seven gifts of the Holy Spirit,
2. The Beatitudes, 3. The Lord’s Prayer, 4. The Seven Words on the Cross). They are –
HUMILITY, MEEKNESS, SORROW FOR SIN, FAITH, HOPE, LOVE, ABANDONMENT. In
his book Frank Rega offers a chapter of quotes from Scripture and other writers on
each of these seven pillars, as an aid to meditating on the mysteries of the Rosary,
each chapter a treasury of thoughts and ideas.
For example, when praying the ten Hail Marys of first sorrowful mystery, the Agony in
the Garden, reflections might include –
HUMILITY – Jesus, Son of God, suffering for us as man
MEEKNESS – accepting Judas’ kiss
SORROW FOR SIN – Jesus suffers for my sins
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FAITH – in God’s plan of salvation
HOPE – that we pray and enter not into temptation
LOVE – Jesus’ love for us
ABANDONMENT – to the will of God the Father
FATHER – God is love and never abandons us
SON – the imitation of Jesus
HOLY SPIRIT – God with us in all difficult choices and decisions
This template can help our prayerful reflection on all of the 20 mysteries of the
Rosary, and once remembered is an easy aid to praying ten Hail Marys in each decade
without having to use beads or fingers.

The second (small) book is “Understanding the Rosary” by Father John Flader (CTS
D717). This has been on my bookshelf unread for some time, until recently I found in
it a very useful plan of “Themes for Meditation” for those who pray the Rosary. Here
for each of the 20 mysteries there is given five topics, or aspects of the mystery, and
five related themes for meditation. The 100 themes in total – “call to mind many
aspects of the Faith: dogmatic truths, sacraments, devotions and virtues” (p.40).
When praying the Rosary (not out dog-walking), kneeling or sitting with beads and
book to hand, I find it helpful to have Scriptural and other aids to reflection /
meditation, as otherwise my mind can tend to wander and distractions set in. Fr.
Flader’s compendium of Gospel images and Catholic themes helps keep my mind
focused on the mystery being prayed, while also broadening meditation and
suggesting subjects for supplication while praying the Rosary.
[Bro. Chris Whittam ofs – ‘Our Lady of the Poor’ Fraternity, Cambridge ]
+++
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A GOOD READ Paperback*Publisher: Continuum International
Publishing Group (28 Mar. 2014) ASIN: B00NBJT1ZM
“MY DOOR IS ALWAYS OPEN” is the
complete and definitive set of interviews
between Pope Francis and Jesuit priest
Antonio Spadaro. Pope Francis speaks about
his background, his Faith and his vision for
the Roman Catholic Church. Spadaro
introduces a pope of great intellect and
intelligence. Pope Francis expounds upon
contemporary issues facing the Church,
including the rôle of women. At times
amusing, but always interesting apart,
perhaps, from the introduction, as I was
keen to learn what Pope Francis had to say
himself!

Amazon from £3 to £4 or so

[Bro. Michael Simmonds ofs]
My Lenten read: This is a brilliant book
to awaken the reader to the urgency to
evangelise. Its main message is for the
reader to become “the-best-version-ofyourself”. It has already affected my
life! Jesus told us to be perfect and St.
Francis got so near that people saw
Christ in him. We follow Christ and St.
Francis. The book is advertised on
Amazon[used] from 78p + postage [end
of March]. There are some very special
things in it. I urge all readers to get a
copy! ISBN: 978-1-937509-67-5
It could change your life, your parish,
our country! [Bro. M. Simmonds ofs]
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Dear Brotheres and Sisters,
Whenever your Fraternity does something special, or
worth talking about, please make at least brief notes
and, if appropriate and possible, take a photograph or
two and send a report to me.
When you have local elections, or donate Common
Fund to some charity or get involved with some task in
your parish, even with another parish group.
If you read a good spiritual book that you think is so
good that you would like to tell others about it, please
tell ME and let me have a photo of it, unless I can get it
from Amazon.
If any brother or sister in your fraternity dies, please
send me an obituary to print in our winter edition,
Or if you have any news whatever which you think may
be of interest to other Secular Franciscans, please let
me know. Photographs always make the reading more
interesting.
Please email to michaelsimmonds36@virginmedia.com
Or post to: The Editor, EAR Magazine, 4 East Court,
Goldington Green, Bedford MK41 0AH.
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PRAYER
Lord Jesus Christ,
when the world was growing cold,
you renewed the sacred marks
of your Passion in the flesh of
Blessed Francis
to inflame our hearts with the fire of your
love:
mercifully grant that by his merits and prayers
we may always carry the cross
and bring forth worthy fruits of penance.
Through Christ our Lord.
Amen.
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